
CELIS 
Membership

Join the Global Leading 
Economic Security Community



→ Our members are distinguished leaders and 
innovators in the field, embodying the highest 
standards of expertise and professionalism.

→ Being a member of the CELIS Institute is a 
testament to your dedication, proficiency, and 
adherence to the highest standards in the field of 
economic security law and practice. 

→ It's a signal to the world of your commitment to 
excellence and integrity in this critical field.

The CELIS Institute is a
community of excellence 
in economic security. 



Benefits of CELIS Membership

→ Participate in CELIS events and panel discussions.

→ Preferential invitation to public and in-private 
sessions of CFIS, the flagship event of the CELIS 
Institute.

→ Benefit from numerous networking opportunities.

→ Become a CELIS Country Reporter for your jurisdiction.*

→ Publish articles on the CELIS Blog.*

→ Access to CELIS Resources.

* Subject to need and quality.



CELIS Membership Options

CELIS Affiliate (EUR 250 excl. VAT p.a.)
→ Full access to CELIS News and CELIS Blog.
→ Preview of CELIS Resources.
→ Selected preferential invitations and discounts to CELIS events

and CELIS projects.*

Advanced Options

CELIS Fellows (EUR 385 excl. VAT p.a.)
→ Full access to CELIS News and CELIS Blog.
→ Full access to CELIS Resources.
→ Preferential invitation to contribute and discounts to 

CELIS events.*
→ Guaranteed Access to CFIS public sessions.*

Starting Options

CELIS NOW Fellows (free of charge)
→ Free-of-charge model for students and young professionals.
→ Full access to CELIS Resources.
→ Preferential invitation and discount to CELIS events.*
→ Invitation to CFIS public sessions.*

* Extra charges and space restrictions may apply.

CELIS Senior Fellows (EUR 585 excl. VAT p.a.)
→ All like a CELIS Fellow.
→ Plus: Guaranteed Access to CFIS in-private 

sessions.*

Bespoke options for corporate membership available.



Contact and inquires: events@celis.institue
The CELIS Institute is an independent non-profit, non-partisan research enterprise dedicated to promoting better regulation of foreign 
investments in the context of security, public order, and competitiveness. It produces expert analysis and fosters a continuous trusting 
dialogue between policymakers, the investment community, and academics. The CELIS Institute is the leading forum for studying and 
debating investment screening policy. 

Join the CELIS Community!

Information on admission 
requirements and application can 
be found at CELIS Institute.

The CELIS Institute gUG 
Grolmanstraße 32 
10623 Berlin | Germany

mailto:events@celis.institue
https://www.celis.institute/membership
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